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To all whom it may concern:

Be it known that I, ANTONIO C. PESSANO, of the city and county of Philadelphia, in the State of Pennsylvania, have invented a new and original Design for a Bracket or Post Hanger for Journal-boxes, of which the following is a specification.

My new and original design for bracket or post hangers for journal-boxes is shown in the accompanying drawings, in which—

Figure 1 is a side elevation of a bracket-hanger embodying the design, and Figs. 2 and 3 are respectively an end elevation and a top or plan view of the same.

A A are two oppositely curved arms bent toward one another and terminating in flat ends a a, which are united by a connecting-web B.

C is a frame at the outer ends of the arms.

A A, and consisting of the upright sides c c, the arched top b, and the transverse base d, forming an arched frame in the plane of the arms.

f f are ribs extending centrally along the inner and outer faces of the arms A A.

f' is a continuation of one of the ribs f over the arched top b of the frame C and is surmounted at the top by a central boss y.

II H are enlarged ribs extending longitudinally upon the outer faces of the lower portions of the sides c c, terminating in flattened heads h h.

The boss y at the top of the frame C is continued upon the inner side at y', and I is a boss on the base d, projecting on both sides and located opposite to the boss y g'.

K K are bosses on the ends a a of the arms A, from which the outer ribs f f extend.

The essential features of the design are the oppositely curved arms A A, carrying the arched frame C, composed of the arched top b, the sides c c, and the base d, with the enlarged longitudinal ribs II H on the outer faces of the lower portions of the sides c c.

What I claim as new, and desire to secure by Letters Patent, is as follows:

The design for a bracket or post hanger for journal-boxes, substantially as described and as shown in the accompanying drawings.

In testimony of which invention I have hereunto set my hand.

ANTONIO C. PESSANO.
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J. W. KENWORTHY,

ERNEST HOWARD HUNTER.